Emmanuel Girls See MIT Exhibits

Thirty-five girls, members of the Math Club of Emmanuel College, visited Technology on Monday to view the engineering exhibition, display such as the differential analyzer, the Cydron, and the electronic oscillation experiment.

The tour was arranged by Prof. Lynman D.ervas, John L. C. Loyd, of the Electrical Engineering department, explained the uses of the differential analyzer to the group. At the Computing Laboratory, Dr. C. F. Poston, head of the mathematics department, talked on the machine.

The club was welcomed by President Joan Culhath and vice president Evelyn P. Stabler. The demonstration was clad in girls with a strong interest in mathematics. The majority of them are math majors and physics minors.

The character of good scientists and engineers. The analogy might be drawn to the highly skilled technicians who by diligent study and stimulation of the instructors may develop the ability to repeat and even slightly improve on the details of an operation. The really learned man on the other hand is not the skilled model of his progenitor but the individual with the ability and background to develop ideas of his own, more often alight in a constructive manner.

The better known are minutized at the Institute but many more here are those who learn the sciences and techniques of the machine tool and the complex model of his progenitor.

The main difference is that they are at college to develop not only the skills offered but the character to use them to the best advantage. It is the opinion of a good number of professional experts that the experience gained in working with others and for the school as well as the individual is by far the greatest contribution of higher education. The closer the machine tool and the machine operator are to the machine tool and the new generation is still among the formsative ones in life and a constructive life is hardly found by retreating behind the wall of indifference and shielding the benefits of other interests from the more formal ones.

We would like to hear from more of our readers on this subject. We have a special interest in the liberal arts but many more here are those who are interested in science and mathematics. The majority of them are math majors and physics minors.
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The demonstration was clad in
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and engineers. The analogy might
be drawn to the highly skilled
technicians who by diligent study
and stimulation of the instructors
may develop the ability to repeat
and even slightly improve on the
details of an operation. The
really learned man on the other
hand is not the skilled model of
his progenitor but the individual
with the ability and background
to develop ideas of his own,
more often alight in a constructive
manner.

The better known are minutized
at the Institute but many more
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machine tool and the complex
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and the new generation is still
among the formsative ones in life
and a constructive life is hardly
found by retreating behind the wall
of indifference and shielding the
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